DETAILED REWARDS PLAN
EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 15, 2018

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Global GameChangers Movement! We are excited and blessed to have you
align your time and talents as we strive to become a united Global Force For Good that is
synonymous with TRUST, TRANSPARENCY, and TRANSFORMATION!
Before we go through the specific details of our Rewards Plan:
Please know that the primary focus of The Global GameChangers Movement is on People and
Purpose over Individual Profits. No one should ever join as a Ripple Maker™ with the sole
intent to make money. Connections, contributions, and a true desire to help others must be
paramount!
Commissions are ONLY paid on the sale of LifeChangers Purpose-Driven Vacation Club
Memberships™ and future Purpose-Driven Products and Services that are purchased from our
participants. Commissions are NEVER made on the recruitment of other independent
representatives (“Ripple Makers”) or their representative fees.

PARTICIPANTS
There are Three (3) ways to participate in The Global GameChangers Community
(“GGC Ecosystem”) in order to help grow The Global GameChangers 501(C)(3) Foundation:
1) LifeChangers Club Members (“LC”)
$250 One-Time Initial Activation
$20 of this Serves as a Donation to The Global GameChangers Foundation
$100 lifetime credit to be used on a LifeChanger Purpose Driven Vacation
$45 Monthly Membership to Remain an “Active” Member
$5 of this Serves as a Donation to The Global GameChangers Foundation
2) Independent Representatives (“Ripple Makers™” or “RM”)
Ripple Makers™ are the only Participants who can earn commissions.
$60 One-Time Activation of their Ripple Maker™ Business Center (RMBC)
$15 Monthly RMBC) Representative Fee to Remain “Active”
3) Donors Only to the The Global GameChangers Foundation (“Champions”)
Champions can donate any amount of money they wish to our Foundation,
knowing that 100% of their donations go to our Foundation’s Strategic Charity
Partners. No commissions are ever paid to Ripple Makers™ on donations!
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REFERRAL PROGRAM
A LifeChanger Club Member (LC) or LC + Ripple Maker™ (RM) can personally Refer 3 other LC’s
to waive their ongoing monthly LC Membership Fee*
*The 3 personal referrals must remain “Active” in order for Fees to remain waived

RM

LC

+

OR

=

FREE
MEMBERSHIP

By default, an LC or LC + RM who has referred 3 other LC’s will continue to be charged $5 as a
100% donation to The Global GameChangers Foundation (this can be increased or eliminated in
the virtual office of the Ripple Maker Business Center, or by contacting customer service).
Once a Ripple Maker™ personally refers Six (6) LifeChangers Club Members, their ongoing $15
monthly Ripple Maker™ Business Center (RMBC) fees are waived
*The 6 personal referrals must remain “Active” in order for Fees to remain waived

RM

=

NO
RMBC
FEES

While no commissions are ever paid on Champion donations to The Foundation, all Champions
are forever linked to the Ripple Maker™ who brought them into the ecosystem in order to
calculate a portion of the “Track Your Ripple” total dollar amount for each RM.
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ENROLLMENT TREE DOWNLINE
Every time a RM enrolls another RM (who can also be an LC) or LC only, a new Enrollment Tree
Downline Team “Leg” begins. A RM can start as many new Enrollment Tree Downline Legs as
they wish. In the example below, a RM (blue) personally brings in 6 new RMs/LCs (pink); EACH of
these 6 participants begin a new Enrollment Tree Downline Leg for blue. They would all be
considered blue’s First Enrollment Tree Downline Level. One of the pink participants (P) enrolls 3
new RMs/LCs (green), which would begin 3 new Enrollment Tree Downline Legs for P; however,
the green members would still be part of blue’s Enrollment Tree Downline as well; specifically
the green members would be blue’s Second Enrollment Tree Downline Level, and so on.

P

TWO TEAM STRUCTURE (BINARY ORGANIZATION)
To keep the business building structure simple and enhance overall team synergy, a RM will only
build, at most, two teams – for simplicity, we can refer to them as a RIGHT Team and LEFT Team.
These are sometimes referred to as RIGHT Leg and LEFT Leg. ONLY RMs and LCs go into the
Binary Structure. As mentioned, Donors (Champions) are also all accounted for and linked
through the Virtual Office, but are not inserted into the Binary Structure. By default, a new RM
or LC will be placed on the same team as their enroller was placed on when they came into the
system. Don’t worry, your upline leadership will help you figure it out, if needed! Nobody is born
knowing this stuff…Teamwork makes the Dream work!

LEFT TEAM

RIGHT TEAM

PAYMENT PERIODS
Ripple Makers™ are paid both Weekly and Monthly.
Each weekly commission period begins at 12:00 AM on Saturday morning and ends at 11:59pm
on Friday evening Central Time. Weekly commission runs will be performed on Fridays for the
week ending two weeks earlier due to our generous full refund policy.
Monthly commission runs will be performed by the 15th of the following month for the
previous calendar month’s transactions.
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EXAMPLE PAY WEEK
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PAY

WAYS TO EARN (PAID WEEKLY)
Direct Commissions (DC)
Direct Commissions of $25 EACH are paid to the enrolling Ripple Maker™ of the participant who
pays for the activation/first month of a LifeChangers Club (LC) Membership. There is no limit to
the number of Direct Commissions a Ripple Maker™ can earn.
LC

RM

= $25
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Team Bonuses
To earn a Team Bonus, a Ripple Maker™ (RM) must be Active and Bonus Qualified. An Active
RM is an independent representative who has simply either: 1) paid their last $15 monthly
Ripple Maker™ Business Center (RMBC) fee, or 2) has personally sponsored six (6) or more
active LifeChangers Club (LC) Members in order to waive RMBC monthly fees.
A RM is Bonus Qualified if they have personally enrolled three (3) or more LifeChangers Club
Members (which also waives their monthly LifeChanger (LC) membership if they are also an LC).
RM

=

BONUS QUALIFIED (QUA)
(+ FREE

MEMBERSHIP)

Team Bonuses are paid weekly as a percentage (10-12%) of a RM’s Pay Leg Volume (PLV). PLV
is the smaller of a RM’s Left Team Commissionable Volume (CV) and Right Team CV, subject
to the maximum payouts in the Rank Promotions Table below. Currently, Commissionable
Volume (CV) is derived from the initial ($200 CV) and monthly ($40 CV) LifeChanger Club
Membership fees (in Phase II of our ecosystem expansion, our Purpose-Driven Products and
Preferred Product Offerings available to ALL participants will generate even more CV!). The
weekly Team Bonus percentage payout (10-12%) and maximum weekly payouts are
determined by the RM’s Paid-As Rank, which is the highest rank for which a RM is qualified in
a weekly commission period.
In the example below, the RM’s Left Team would be his/her weekly Pay Leg Volume (PLV),
since it is the smaller of the Left Team CV versus Right Team CV. Consequently, based on the
RM’s Paid-As Rank, per the Rank Promotions Table below, this RM would earn 10-12% of the
Commissionable Volume (CV) of the entire Left Team for this pay week.
END OF PAY WEEK
LEFT TEAM

RIGHT TEAM

Smaller Team = Pay Leg
10-12% CV

Team Matching Bonuses (MB)
Team Matching Bonuses (MB) are an exciting way for Ripple Makers™ to benefit TOGETHER by
supporting the success of their Enrollment Tree Downline, regardless of Left Team or Right Team
positioning! To earn Team Matching Bonuses, a Ripple Maker™ must be Active, Qualified, and
paid at the rank of Premier or higher. Refer to Page 11 for in-depth Rank Promotions Table.
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Team Matching Bonuses (MB) are paid as a percentage of the weekly Team Bonuses earned on
active levels of Ripple Makers™ in one’s Enrollment Tree Downline. Let’s look at the TEAM
MATCHING BONUS (MB) TABLE below first and then we will show it’s powerful simplicity:

TEAM MATCHING BONUS (MB) TABLE
WEEKLY PAID-AS
RANK
ACTIVE
QUALIFIED
ADVANCED
DISTINGUISHED
PROFESSIONAL
PREMIER
PREMIER MASTER
ELITE
ELITE TRAILBLAZER
LEGACY

MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
MB
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5 LEVEL 6
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

Let’s say that a Ripple Maker™ (RM) who has personally enrolled 12 other RMs achieves the
rank of Premier in a week. For that week, this RM would get a 5% check match on ALL of the
weekly Team Bonus amounts of ALL 12 of their personal RM enrollments. Personally enrolled
RMs #1-12, along with their hypothetical Team Bonus commissions for the week, and
corresponding Team Matching Bonus for the enrolling RM are shown below:
PERSONALLY
ENROLLED RMs
RM #1
RM #2
RM #3
RM #4
RM #5
RM #6

THEIR TEAM
BONUS ($)*

$120
$85
$20
$180

5% MB PAID
TO ENROLLER
$6
$4.25
$1
$9
$20.25

PERSONALLY
ENROLLED RMs
RM #7
RM #8
RM #9
RM #10
RM #11
RM #12

THEIR TEAM
BONUS ($)*

$385
$75
$20
$215
-

5% MB PAID
TO ENROLLER
$19.25
$3.75
$1
$10.75
$34.75

*This is a completely hypothetical example for teaching and clarity purposes.
There is absolutely no guarantee of ANY income, including Team Matching Bonuses.
Results vary based on personal effort, skills, attitude, other factors.

In this hypothetical example, the RM reaching the rank of Premier, who enrolled these 12 other
RMs, would get a Team Matching Bonus of ($20.25 + $34.75) = $55 for the week, as he/she
shares in the success of supporting their Enrollment Tree Downline!
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The Team Matching Bonuses can become much more significant based on enrolling RM Rank
Advancements and overall team growth.
In this same illustration, if the same RM achieves the rank of Elite, they would then earn 5%
Team Matching Bonuses on FOUR levels of active RMs in their Enrollment Tree Downline:

ENROLLMENT TREE
DOWNLINE LEVEL 4
ALL ACTIVE RMs

ENROLLMENT TREE
DOWNLINE LEVEL 3

5%

ALL ACTIVE RMs

5%

5%
5%

ELITE

ENROLLMENT TREE
DOWNLINE LEVEL 1

ENROLLMENT TREE
DOWNLINE LEVEL 2

ALL ACTIVE RMs

ALL ACTIVE RMs
*This is a completely hypothetical example for teaching and clarity purposes.
There is absolutely no guarantee of ANY income, including Team Matching Bonuses.
Results vary based on personal effort, skills, attitude, other factors.
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WAYS TO EARN (PAID MONTHLY)
Double Direct Commissions (DDC)
Whenever a RM personally enrolls FOUR (4) or more LifeChangers Club Members (who can also
be RMs themselves) in a calendar month, the $25 Direct Commission will be doubled. There is
no limit to Double Direct Commissions earned in a month.
IF THE 4 (OR MORE) LC ENROLLMENTS OCCUR
IN CALENDAR MONTH:

RM

EACH $25 DIRECT COMMISSION PAID WEEKLY
$25 X 4 DDC = $100
PAID 15TH OF FOLLOWING MONTH

Ten To Win Bonus
When an active Ripple Maker™ (RM) has achieved TEN (10) TOTAL personally enrolled active
LifeChangers (LC) Club Members (who can also be RMs themselves) within a calendar month
(please note they do not have to all be enrolled in that month, but rather a cumulative total),
the enrolling RM will earn a one-time $250 Ten To Win Bonus!
RM

LC

x 10

ACTIVE PERSONALLY ENROLLED
LCs IN A CALENDAR MONTH
= $250 TEN TO WIN BONUS

LifeChanger Bonuses
A RM may earn in one of two monthly LifeChanger Bonuses below, based on Enrollment Tree
Commissionable Volume (TV). TV represents ALL of the sum of a RM’s Personal Commissionable
Volume AND the Personal Commissionable Volume of all RMs in their Enrollment Tree
Downline. In order to participate in the LifeChanger Bonuses, a RM must be active and qualified
(at least 3 active LifeChanger Club membership enrollments):
1ST WAVE BONUS

$2000 TV (RIGHT + LEFT TEAMS)
MAXIMUM CV ALLOWED
PER ENROLLMENT TREE DOWNLINE LEG = $1200
1ST WAVE LIFECHANGER BONUS AMOUNT = $200

2ND WAVE BONUS

$4000 TV (RIGHT + LEFT TEAMS)
MAXIMUM CV ALLOWED
PER ENROLLMENT TREE DOWNLINE LEG = $2400
2nd WAVE LIFECHANGER BONUS AMOUNT = $400
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TOP LEADERSHIP PROFIT SHARING POOL BONUSES (PAID WEEKLY)
Servant leaders who work hard to achieve the top ranks in our Rewards Plan collectively share
in the total revenue of the company! Refer to Page 11 for in-depth Rank Promotions Table.
Each week, 1% of the Company Commissionable Volume (CCV), which is currently generated
from initial orders of LifeChangers Memberships ($200 CV) and monthly orders ($40 CV), will be
made available in the Premier, Elite, and Legacy Profit Sharing Pools. (As mentioned, in Phase II
of our ecosystem expansion, our Purpose-Driven Products and Preferred Product Offerings
available to ALL participants will generate even more CV!).
Ripple Makers™ who achieve the rank of Premier, Elite, or Legacy are eligible to earn shares in
each pool as follows:

PREMIER

EQUAL SHARES – 1 FOR EACH PARTICIPANT

ELITE

EQUAL SHARES – 1 FOR EACH PARTICIPANT

LEGACY

PROPORTIONAL – PARTICIPANT’S ADJUSTED
ENROLLMENT TREE CV FOR PAID-AS RANK DIVIDED
BY THE SUM OF ADJUSTED ENROLLMENT CV FOR ALL
PARTICIPANTS

TRACK YOUR RIPPLE™ (CALCULATED MONTHLY)
While the income opportunity can be substantial for those who are passionate and work hard,
our Movement will never recognize Ripple Makers™ publicly for monetary achievements.
Rather, we will celebrate the “Ripple Effect” of our participants’ contributions to our 501(C)(3)
Foundation. Specifically, the Track Your Ripple™ feature in the Virtual Office will allow Ripple
Makers™ (RM), Champions (Donors), and LifeChangers (LC) Club Members to see the monthly
and cumulative total impact their efforts have had on our Global GameChangers Foundation
and lives we impact together.

Calculating Track Your Ripple™ Amount
Every LC Club Member generates a $20 “Ripple” to the Foundation from initial $250 activation;
each recurring $45 membership fee generates $5 “Ripple” to the Foundation; after an LC (who
can also be a RM) waives their monthly membership fees by referring at least 3 other LCs
(which would also increase the enrolling LC’s Track Your Ripple™ amount along these same
parameters), they by default continue to donate $5 to the Foundation. An LC can “Increase
Their Ripple” in their Virtual Office at any time, by increasing their monthly donation amount.
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A Champion can commit $5-$100 per month to our Foundation. 100% of this money, just as the
money directed to the Foundation from LC Club Memberships, is given to our vetted strategic
charity partners. The entire donation amount from each Champion is calculated into the Track
Your Ripple™ amount. A Champion can “Increase Their Ripple” in their Virtual Office at any
time, by increasing their monthly donation amount. A Champion can also bring on other
Champions to increase the sponsoring Champion’s Track Your Ripple™ amount as well.
A RM’s Track Your Ripple™ amount is calculated from the participation of their entire
Enrollment Tree Downline, including Champions! Every time a RM brings on new LCs, new
Champions, and new RMs who also do the same, the initial RMs Track Your Ripple™ amount –
and the number of lives impacted – increases! Now, that is worth celebrating!
(Phase II of our ecosystem growth will allow for even greater Track Your Ripple™ calculations as
each purchase of Purpose-Driven Products and Preferred Partner Offerings will continue to
increase the amount!)

RM

TM

*This is a completely hypothetical illustration for teaching and clarity purposes.
There is absolutely no guarantee of ANY duplication or income.
Results vary based on personal effort, skills, attitude, other factors.
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PRE

PRM

LEGACY

PRO

ELITE
TRAILBLAZER

DIS

ELITE

PREMIER
MASTER

ADV

PREMIER

QUA

PROFESSIONAL

ADVANCED

ACT

DISTINGUISHED

QUALIFIED

RANK ABBREVIATION

ACTIVE

RANK TITLES AND PROMOTIONS TABLE

ELI

ELT

LEG

RANK REQUIREMENTS
Personally Enrolled
Participants With Active
LC Memberships
(ACTIVE PERSONALS)
Enrollment Tree CV (TV) ($)
Max 60% Per Leg ($)

3

PLV (1 Week) ($)

3

400

Have 3 ACTIVE PERSONAL LC
Membership Enrollments,
Get Your LC Membership Fee
Waived Next Month
Have 6 ACTIVE PERSONAL LC
Membership Enrollments,
Get Your RMBC Fee Waived
Next Month

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

DIRECT COMMISSIONS (DC)
Team Bonus %
Weekly Team Bonus Cap
Active Ripple Maker Levels
of Team Matching Bonuses
Premier Pool Bonuses
Elite Pool Bonuses
Legacy Pool Bonuses

$25
0%
$250

$25
10%
$500

$25
10%
$750

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

1,000

3,000
1,800
3,000

10,000
6,000
10,000

25,000
15,000
25,000

50,000
30,000
50,000

100,000
60,000
100,000

200,000
120,000
200,000

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

$25
12%
$3,000
2

$25
12%
$5,000
3

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

$25

$25

$25

$25

$25

REFERRAL BENEFITS
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

WEEKLY REWARDS
$25
10%
$1,000

$25
10%
$2,000

$25
12%
$10,000
4

$25
12%
$25,000
5

$25
12%
$40,000
6

MONTHLY REWARDS
Double Direct Commissions
(DDC) – Unlimited at 4+
Personal LC Enrollments in a
Calendar Month
Ten To Win Bonus – Once 10
Personal LC Enrollments are
Active in a Calendar Month
LifeChanger Bonuses

$25

$25

$25

$25

$25

N/A

$250 Paid Once in Career

N/A

$200 or $400 When Earned EACH Month
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DEFINITIONS (FOR ALL YOU ANALYTICALS WHO LOVE THE DETAILS)
Accumulated Left Team Volume is the total of all commissionable volume (CV) credited to a
Ripple Maker’s™ (RM) left team during a single week plus the unpaid left team volume carried
forward from the previous week. The CV currently comes from all of the LifeChanger (LC)
Memberships throughout the entire left team. As long as a RM is Active, left team volume will
accumulate, even if the RM is not Qualified.
Accumulated Right Team Volume is the total of all CV credited to a RM’s right team during a
single week plus the unpaid right team volume carried forward from the previous week. The
CV currently comes from all of the LC Memberships throughout the entire right team. As long
as a RM is Active, right team volume will accumulate, even if the RM is not Qualified.
Active (ACT) status can refer to both LCs and RMs. An active RM (who can also be a LC) is one
who has either: 1) paid their last RMBC monthly fee, or 2) has personally sponsored at least 6
active LC members and waived their RMBC monthly fee moving forward. An active LC club
member is one who has either: 1) paid their last monthly LC membership fee, or 2) has
personally referred at least 2 active other LC club members in order to waive his/her monthly
fees moving forward.
Binary Organization simply refers to the two team structure that a RM builds – a left team
and a right team. There are only two positions below each binary participant (RM, LC, or RM +
LC). A RM can change the placement preference of where new RMs and LC club members are
placed in their Virtual Office. By default, a new RM or LC club member will be placed on the
same team as where their upline sponsorship was placed when they enrolled. Team Bonuses
are paid through the binary structure. All other bonuses are paid through the Enrollment
Tree Downline.
Commissionable Volume (CV) is the dollar amount placed in the binary organization – right
team or left team – from which RMs can earn Team Bonuses, Rank Promotions, and other
Rewards. Currently, CV comes only from LifeChanger (LC) club memberships. A new
enrollment activation of $250 generates 200 CV in the binary. Please remember that $20 of
the $250 goes to The Global GameChangers 501(C)(3) Foundation and $25 goes to the
sponsoring Ripple Maker™. In addition, $40 out of the $45 monthly LC membership counts as
CV, as $5 is directed to our Foundation. In Phase II of our ecosystem expansion, our PurposeDriven Products and Preferred Product Offerings available to ALL participants will generate
even more CV!
Enrollment Tree Downline is a RM’s personal enrollment tree of other RM’s (who can also be
LCs) and LCs. In addition to the binary structure, Global GameChangers also has an Enrollment
Tree Structure, where EACH participant personally enrolled is placed in the first level
downline of the enroller. In the enrollment tree structure, there is no width limit. This can be
quite exciting in terms of the Team Matching Bonuses!
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Enrollment Tree Downline Leg includes a personally enrolled RM (who can also be a LC) and
LC club member, and all of their Enrollment Tree Downline participants.
Enrollment Tree Upline is a term used to describe the participant who is the enroller of the
participant, his/her enroller, and all of the enrollers of these enrollers in the Enrollment Tree
until reaching the top of the genealogy, The Global GameChangers 501(C)(3) Foundation.
First In, First Out determines which CV will be flushed out of the binary organization if
commissions are not earned upon the CV within 26 weeks of the date generated. CV that is
“first in” will be flushed out 26 weeks later, with the next CV generated flushed out 26 later,
in order to provide for the maximum amount of time to earn commissions.
Flushing means that all CV is removed from a RM’s right and/or left team. There are only 3
ways that CV can be flushed out of a RM’s organization: 1) When a RM has not paid their Ripple
Maker™ Business Center (RMBC) fees for 3 or more consecutive weeks after payment was
initially due (i.e. inactive for 3 or more consecutive weeks), all of their CV will be flushed; 2)
When the weekly Team Bonus exceeds the maximum for the RM’s paid-as rank, the excess CV
not paid upon will be flushed from their right or left team; 3) All Banked Left and Banked Right
Volume this is 26 weeks old will flush. Again, this is all done to protect the integrity of our
Rewards Plan and help ensure that no changes must be made later in order to maximize our
movement. Since LC members only are ineligible to receive Rewards Plan earnings, ALL of their
CV is flushed each week.
Left Team Volume is the total of all CV credited to a RM from the personal CV of all
participants in his/her left team during a single week.
Lifetime Rank is the highest weekly Paid-As Rank that a Ripple Maker™ (RM) has ever earned in
the Rewards Plan.
Paid-As Rank refers to the weekly rank achieved to calculate commissions for that week, as
defined in the parameters of the Rank Titles and Promotions Table above. All RMs are paid
based on their paid-as rank.
Pay Leg Volume (PLV) is the smaller of a RM’s Accumulated Left Team Volume and
Accumulated Right Team Volume in a commission week.
Qualified (Bonus Qualified or QUA) refers to a RM who has at least 3 personally enrolled
active LifeChanger (LC) Club Members. Only Qualified RMs or above are eligible to earn Team
Bonuses.
Right Team Volume is the total of all CV credited to a RM from the personal CV of all
participants in his/her right team during a single week.
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Ripple Maker™ Business Center (RMBC) is the name of the online virtual office of Ripple
Makers™, an intuitive support tool to help them to run their Global GameChangers
independent business.
Team Bonus Payout Cap refers to the fact that a RM will not be paid more than the maximum
Team Bonuses amount for his/her paid-as rank for the week. The Rank Titles and Promotions
Table above provides the specific payout caps per paid-as rank. The payout caps maintain the
integrity of the Rewards Plan and encourage RMs to continue to develop servant leaders.
Unpaid Left Team Volume (Banked Left) is the total of left team commissionable volume (CV)
that is carried forward from the previous week’s commission run.
Unpaid Right Team Volume (Banked Right) is the total of right team CV that is carried
forward from the previous week’s commission run.

If you have read this far, you might as well read some of our favorite guiding quotes:
“Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do
not give up” – Galatians 6:9 (NIV)
“Everybody can be great…because anybody can serve. You don’t have to have a college degree
to serve. You don’t have to make your subject and verb agree to serve. You only need a heart full
of grace. A soul generated by love” – Martin Luther King, Jr.
“For I was hungry, while you had all you needed. I was thirsty, but you drank bottled water. I
was a stranger, and you wanted me deported. I needed clothes, but you needed more clothes. I
was sick, and you pointed out the behaviors that led to my sickness. I was in prison, and you said
I was getting what I deserved” – RESV - Richard E. Stearns Version, The Hole in Our Gospel
“Kindness has converted more sinners than zeal, eloquence, or learning” – Frederick W. Faber
“The world changes according to the way people see it, and if you can alter, even by a
millimeter, the way people look at reality, then you can change the world.” – James Baldwin
“I wish to do something Great and Wonderful, but I must start by doing the little things like they
were Great and Wonderful” – Albert Einstein
“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others” – Gandhi
“It is not enough to be compassionate – you must act” – The Dalai Lama
Matthew 25:31-46 – these words have had a profound impact on many of us!
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